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Publishers' Note
subscribing, your support is not simply
support of a nicely put together magazine.
It is you supporting Jamaican writers
and photographers; the Jamaican print
industry; the Jamaican men and women
whether on our pages’ surfaces or behind
the great food, who work assiduously to
perfect experiences for not just us locals,
but for visitors from all over. Your support
is supporting local entrepreneurs who are
creating quality Jamaican brands that
often times don’t get the exposure they
deserve; it is you supporting expanding
our reach to share these stories with the
rest of the world.
We think of the Eileen Dunkleys of
Jamaica, a lady who left her life in Dubai
to return to Jamaica and follow her love
for all things honey and now, there’s a new
wonderfully crafted indigenous Jamaican
honey being bottled. We think of its great
export potential. Why import honey? We
think of B&D Trawling’s Pop Up and
its now famed lobster roll, which by the
way, is totally worth that last Friday or
Saturday of the month’s drive Downtown
in bustling traffic. We think of how B&D
has given rise to our local industrial fishing
and how it’s cemented itself as a reputable
Jamaican lobster and our prized Queen
Conch exporter. It is stories like these
that inspire us, and stories like these we
feel the world simply needs to know about.
And with timing aligning pretty well,
as Jamaica is still fresh off the heels of
Diaspora 55, conversations are mounting,
and one thing that resonates - Jamaican
patriotism is live and well. We take our
hats off to those who not just join in on the
conversations but those who consciously
support Jamaican made.
.

M

an! This summer was a
hot one! And as lots of
us willingly bid adieu to
the summer scorch, we
look back and think… where’d our summer
go? Fortunately, here in Jamaica, the place
we at Indulge call home, rolling hills and
blue skies welcome adventure seeking
foodie proclaimers to awesome road trips
all year round. #iLiveWhereYouVacation
is real.
Summer 2017 was pretty good for us.
It marked the mag being a newbie on
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international digital newsstands Zinio
and Magzter with our last issue, the first
of Volume 2 being the kick-off to Indulge’s
digital subscription platform. Even better,
it marked Indulge being the first and only
entirely Jamaican made publication on
these digital shelves. Safe to say we’re
quite proud and excited.
If you’re currently reading from your
mobile phone, tablet or laptop, please
know that an extra special thank you
is embedded in this message. With you
creating an account, logging in and

.

Until next time… happy reading,
happy Indulging!
ML and Tania
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CHEF CHECK

Marcia
Charlebois
.

.

Marcia will be the first one to tell you that she doesn’t eat to live - she lives
to eat! Her childhood dining table seated ten and she has fond memories
of her mother cooking and catering to countless guests, always fussing over
everyone, ensuring that tummies were full and that every need was met. If
this didn’t set the stage for Marcia’s passion for both people and food, I’m
not sure what did.

I

t’s impossible to be around Marcia and not be influenced by her. She’ll hug you
before she shakes your hand and her smile will make you feel like an old friend,
all this before she has you eating some delectable meal that she ‘whipped’ up in
no time. She’s the consummate Jamaican ‘country’ host, whose offer of something
to eat, comes within minutes of meeting her. Her exuberance of spirit is tantamount to
the warmth of her country-girl upbringing, paired with a genuine love for people. She’ll
win you over with her charm and then she’ll hit you for six with a tens-across-the-board
meal, which will impress beyond understanding.
When Marcia Charlebois decided to return to Jamaica, it wasn’t because she had no
options. Having completed her studies in classrooms around the globe, and like many
patriotic Jamaicans, her return was heralded by a deep desire to be at home. Boarding
school and University in Toronto, post grad in Madrid and French immersion in Paris
– her travels took her to places far and wide where a common thread of fabulous food
constantly reminded her of home.

10 | INDULGE
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I Love
Food
AND I LOVE

EATING OUT, BUT
IT HAS TO BE
WORTHWHILE
CALORIES FOR
ME.
12 | INDULGE
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Chicken Piccata with Capers and Peppers
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arriage, children, a watersports business and a full career in farming
coffee, bananas and potatoes occupied her time for the next 20 years.
Marcia is an entrepreneur who discovered late in her life that her true
passion was passing her by. By her own admission, she only recently
decided that she wasn’t happy. “Call it what you will - burn out or mid life crisis, I simply
quit doing the many things I was doing and decided to do what I truly loved – not just
growing food, but cooking it!”
Today, Marcia brings her flair and
personal cooking style to the esteemed
kitchen at The St. Johns Bosco Home for
Boys in Hatfield, Mandeville.
“I’ve long been interested in food and
cooking. I love food and I love eating out,
but it has to be worthwhile calories for me
and I have that in mind when I prepare
meals for others. It simply has to be worth
it!” Her meals are creative and inspired by
what’s seasonal and available.
Marcia has never been to cooking
school, but you’d never know that. She’s
a chef by chance, and a very good one at
that. She credits two main influencers
on her current career path – her mother
and her cousin in Toronto, Eileen (who
did go to cooking school), she laughs.
Marcia began catering on the side actually
and recalls being scared silly at her first
big job for 200 people some 8 years ago.
Her brother’s lodge installation was her
catering ‘baptism’ and she has since grown
and evolved to eventually earning the
nickname Contessa by a dear friend.
Marcia has joined forces with Chef
Newton Coote at St. John’s Bosco where
the pair has created a spirited cooking
force to be reckoned with. The Falls at St.
John’s Bosco is weekend-only affair which
sees the Catholic Church-run boys home
transformed into a fine-dining experience,
enjoyed by guests with discerning palates
from near and far. Students and teachers
at the home with a penchant for cooking,
are guided under the expert tutelage of head Chef Coote and they pull out all the
stops each weekend in the well-manicured rock garden on the premises shared with
the home. For the most part, the kitchen is supplied by the self-sufficient property
which houses a substantial vegetable garden and even their own livestock farm, all run
by the staff and residents of the home.
“The Bosco kitchen is a cook’s dream,” says Marcia. “And Newton and I compliment
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Roasted Lamb Chops with Rosemary
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Chef Newton Coote flanked by members of his culinary team

each other perfectly. It’s lamb, poultry, seafood and an exciting
early days yet, but array of salads. Marcia and Newton work
that’s how it seems to come up with menus that could easily
shaping up.” Marcia represent some of the top international
is the ‘people person’ dining establishments.
and Newton is very
Marcia is known for a few signature
organized and detailed, dishes – her grilled rack of lamb, grilled
creating the perfect beef tenderloin and as I discovered firstbalance for Marcia’s hand, her salads – all of them. What’s her
self-confessed lack of secret? “Fresh ingredients! And we have
structure, order and the freshest, straight from our garden.”
bookwork. “I just want She quotes her mentor and cousin Eileen,
to cook and create, and “You can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s
Newton allows me the ear.” For Marcia, you get out what you put
freedom to do just that.” in. Fresh ingredients give you a fresh, tasty
It’s definitely not your run of the mill meal, so for this chef, its all about fresh
Jamaican restaurant, although having herbs and garlic in everything!
your braised oxtail or curried goat is
only a request away. On the menu each
weekend you’re sure to find choices of

Greek Salad
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TO SUNNY DISCOVERIES
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ENJOY OUR WINES RESPONSIBLY
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BY CHRISTOPHER HARPER
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…and the Gril in’s Easy
.

.

.

.
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Summer is characterized by high energy,
new experiences, expanded tastes and
countless hours of fun. It’s that period where
many have an opportunity to unwind, share
experiences with others, create memories
and explore everything that this summer has
to offer! We often indulge in spices, flavours
and aromas that create a medley of culinary
favourites but now is the ideal time to
discover new summertime meals.

W

e have satisfied our cravings by
preparing dishes done to our
individual tastes and because
our palates evolve daily, we are
eager to explore the numerous dishes that are quite
common during this period. A season characterized
by heat, vigour, curiosity and adventure, a culinary
journey is ideal. As you entertain, allow the fires from
the grill to mystify, the aromas in the air to captivate
and the flavour of the foods being prepared to satisfy
the hunger within. A barbeque is one sure-fire way to
stimulate the energy and vibe that classifies the summer
whilst awakening seasonal cravings. With the pairings
and recipes that are featured this summer, it’s definitely
sure to make you say “grillin’s easy.”
The music is elevated, the beers are chilled and the
sizzling sounds from the grill have harmonized the
afternoon’s vibe. The blend of flavours has captured
an audience and a barbeque is the order of the day.
Imagine the ability to transform flanks of steak,
and racks of lamb into succulent, well-seasoned
and flavourful dishes. Chicken, beef and pork have
dominated your sate and the grill has been lit to satisfy
this desire. Marinated for 12 hours, simmered in a pot
then tossed in a remarkable blend of spices, imagine
flavour so ingrained that tastes acquire down the bone.
The flames are high and the cuts of meat are
being grilled to perfection. The atmosphere has
whet appetites and we often yearn for some of the
most delicious, tender and mouth-watering dishes.
Meals are perfected by pairing our grilled meats with
complementary foods. An additional layer of flavour
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A BARBEQUE IS ONE
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SURE-FIRE WAY TO
STIMULATE

The Energy
and Vibe
THAT CLASSIFIES THE
SUMMER.
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PEPPATREE HAS FORGED A

Peculiar, yet
Remarkable

.

.

AND INVENTIVE TASTE.

is often introduced in the mix as we can to target the experiences most appealing
imagine sauces of varying extents being to our palates. From the creative use of
brushed atop charred pieces of pork short the Scotch Bonnet pepper, pimento and
ribs, chicken, flank steak, lamb and beef pickled blends to the sweet and heavy
tenderloin. That savoury taste with a hint use of brown sugar, Peppatree has forged
of sweetness has invited our taste buds a peculiar yet remarkable and inventive
to dance amidst this culinary exchange. taste. There is no doubt that food has the
Indulge in perfectly smoked, full-bodied, ability to bring persons together and this
evenly coated and effortlessly grilled is the essence of the Jamaican Summer.
meats. Cut into the succulence that sits By capturing the vision behind locally
on the grill and serve a hearty plateful grown produce, Nathan Patrick, CEO of
this summer.
Peppatree has provided the perfect line
Summertime is a foodie’s playground. of products to excite our cravings as we
Beyond the barbeques, the effort placed explore new gastronomic possibilities.
on preparing some of these dishes usually Through a combination of his experiences
requires some touch of familiarity. You with food and flavour, much has been
will be able to satisfy the authenticity invested in products that complement
that characterizes the Jamaican culinary summertime favourites.
experience with Jamaica’s own Peppatree.
So what are you waiting for? Seize
Locally, we have built a repertoire of the summer and explore the endless
dishes that have mastered the blend opportunities that will have you saying
between those intricate fusions of spices “grillin’s easy”.
and the ideal cuts of meat with a desire
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The Cava

A Designed Dining Experience at Zoetry

Private dining rooms have long had the reputation of catering to guests
with exquisite tastes and fine palates. The Cava is no exception.

22 | INDULGE
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ith as high a value placed on
aesthetics as there is on the dining
experience, your evening at The
Cava is guaranteed to have you
wishing your night would never end.
The room is located at the centre of the hotel property, just
off Zoëtry’s main dining room, Coyaba. Once you’re inside
The Cava however, the anticipation of an even more superior
standard of service becomes automatic. You’re wrapped up in
the warmth of expectation, and before long, with glass in hand,
your evening has begun.
The word zoëtry is a combination of the Greek word Zoe,
meaning ‘life’ and poetry, which means ‘artful creation’. Your
visit to the new property will only confirm that words have
power. The wisdom in her name as an ode to the shores she
occupies, becomes clearer with each moment that passes once
you’ve crossed the threshold and left the weight of the outside
world. Although Zoëtry is an all-inclusive property, the privilege
of dining in their exclusive dining room, is extended to guests
who reserve accordingly.

24 | INDULGE
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Seared Sea Bass

Zoëtry is Montego Bay’s newest ‘kid on the destination block’.
The intimate property has taken ‘it’ to another level. ‘It’ is where
expectations are forgotten and needs are met well before they
are expressed. It’ is where ‘endless privilege’ is standard and you
understand that you’ve entered a new realm of service. ‘It’ is The
Cava Room at Zoetry in Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Your dining experience at The Cava will take time. But that’s
expected; 6 courses ought not to be rushed; so the invitation to
sit back, relax and enjoy, is not to be taken lightly.
When mealtime begins, the art exhibition opens. Executive
Chef Ainsley Lambie is particularly proud of the skill and artistry
that goes into his gastronomic creations. Locally grown dishes
of contrasting textures, flavours and aromas keep you enthralled.
The private experience involves ongoing communication with Chef
Lambie, who is more than eager to create luxurious, personalized
and inventive menus for his private guests.
Sparkling water (or still, should you opt for no bubbles) is on

26 | INDULGE
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offer throughout your evening. Each of the evening’s 6 courses
is punctuated by palate cleansers. Your formal dinner ends with
rich, beautiful desserts and of course - perfectly brewed Jamaican
coffee. How absolutely indulgent!
The heavily wooded wine wall is impressively beautiful. While
you may feel like you’re dining in a wine cellar, you now that
you’re not. But it’s the thought that counts, right?
More than100 wine varietals adorn the west wall of the
small room. Choices are extensive and the wait staff is every bit
knowledgeable of what they have on offer.
The private dining room is small and dimly lit, creating an
intimate atmospheric space. You’re free to enjoy the restaurant’s
playlist in the background, or you may share your selections with
the evening’s Maitre’d. Whether your private affair is for business
or pleasure, the team at Zoetry extends the brand’s mantra of
endless privilege to all guests. “There is no request that is too
large, or small for that matter”.

VOL. II - ISSUE 2 • 2017
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‘IT’ IS WHERE

expectations
are forgotten
AND NEEDS ARE MET WELL

BEFORE THEY ARE EXPRESSED.
The property has 4 other restaurants that provide guests with culinary delights from
the heart of its exciting kitchen. Canoa, Coyaba, Polo and Jerky-Jo’s – each with its
distinctive flair and each under the able leadership of Chef Lambie. All restaurants
also serve gluten-free and vegetarian dishes, or can accommodate any allergy or dietary
restriction, making guilt-free indulgence ‘a thing’.
With reservations made in advance, dining at The Cava allows you a maximum group of 8 persons. http://
www.zoetryresorts.com/
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Crispy Zucchini Tacos

Sharing is
Caring

The Social Side of Food with
Jessica in the Kitchen

.

.

FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY BY JESSICA HYLTON-LECKIE
LIFESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY BY KITA ROBERTS

T

here is no doubt that we are in the midst
of a food revolution. Food lovers today
have access to a wealth of information on
‘all things food’ by way of global social
media, televison and food festivals, both large and
small. The proverbial doors to foodie heaven have
been flung wide open, and while many may rush in,
the sieve that rests at the entrance to food paradise,
filters the wanna-be’s, while the substantive players in
the markets are captured and left to show their mettle.
Jessica Hylton-Leckie is a food photographer,
videographer and the founder behind Jessica in
the Kitchen, whose work has been described as
the “quintessential, modern-day family food” recipe
website. She shares hundreds of whole foods,
nutritious and delicious vegetarian recipes and loves
every minute of her new-found profession – having
made the decision to quit being a full-time attorneyat-law and completely immerse herself into her love
of food.
Her mission statement is simple. “I want share
simple and delicious meals from my kitchen to yours.”
Each week, Jessica shares delicious plant-based
recipes on her website that come together quickly
and easily, showing that vegetarian and healthy food
is not boring or tasteless, but instead, is an exciting
foray into a world of fresh, healthy and delicious
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15-Minute Mediterranean Chick Pea Salad
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Vegan Gluten-Free Banana Bread

meals that everyone can look forward to. Each recipe is accompanied with detailed
recipe instructions and high quality photographs to help entice and encourage readers
into Jessica’s and their own kitchens. “I’d like to create a community where anyone,
vegetarian or not, can feel at home and inspired to step outside of the box in their
kitchen while still remaining healthy, and creating food that will easily make their
weekly rotation of recipes”.
She has received rave reviews from her readers on her recipes, with her most popular
and most reviewed recipe being her Vegan Coconut Chickpea Curry. She loves to
especially create recipes with lots of colour and seasonings, ranging from Strawberry
Salsa, to Loaded Sweet Potato Skins, to Sweet Potato and Black Bean Enchiladas.
Jessica shares breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks, appetizers and even cocktails.
“The kitchen is where I’ve made so many memories, and great food can help bring us all
together in such a busy world. I want that when you land on the homepage of Jessica
in the Kitchen you will know that you are in a place filled with love. I want to create
a community where you can feel at home and inspired to step outside of the box while
still remaining healthy, and creating food that will easily make your weekly rotation
of recipes. You’re guaranteed to find simple and delicious recipes in my kitchen – I’m
sharing them with you so that you can create them in yours; from my heart to yours.
You don’t have to hesitate in knowing that every single recipe had my seal of approval
and was made in my kitchen – that’s a promise.”
Jessica doesn’t just share recipes on her website though. She also shares everything
from a free cookbook when you sign up for emails, to a clean eating grocery guide,
tips and tricks for healthy eating on a budget and even guides for where to eat whilst
travelling. These are just a few of the guides shared, geared towards helping readers in
every area of their food and health journey.
When Jessica is not working on her recipe website, doing food photography or
videography or any other freelance work, she is gardening, watching vlogs on Youtube,
reading or listening to books geared towards enhancing creativity or otherwise related
to her field, or travelling. Travelling is a true passion for Jessica who loves exploring
new cultures and honesty believes that you can truly learn about a culture by eating
their food.

YOU’RE GUARANTEED TO FIND

Simple and
Delicious
Recipes
IN MY KITCHEN.
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More About Jessica

What’s your background in food?

I’m 100% self-taught/mom & grandmother
taught! Baking and catering for 3 years
certainly helped me with time management
so I tend to know before starting a meal how
long it will take for a reader to make. I’ve
read several books, received lessons from
chefs, done several food tours and watched
endless amounts of documentaries on food
and I definitely apply this knowledge to the
kitchen daily.

Why did you start food blogging?

The first time I baked from scratch was at
11 pm one night several years ago when
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Loaded Taco Salad Bowl

.
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I made chocolate cupcakes. It was an awesome and life altering
experience just creating something enjoyable and edible without
pre-manufactured ingredients. From there I began to explore
cooking and baking every single day and grew to fall completely
in love with it, and after being asked by some friends and family
members for recipes, I decided to start a food blog to share them.
It grew from a hobby I loved into a business that I am incredibly
passionate about. My goal today is still to make amazing, welltested recipes for everyone to try.

What are your tips for eating healthier?

Firstly, I suggested making small changes to your daily diet. Drink
more water, at least 8 glasses although I aim to drink half my
body weight in fluid ounces. Try to cut out soda if you drink it
completely or if you have soda twice a day, cut it down to once
and gradually continue until you stop consuming it. Add more
veggies and fruits to your diet at every single meal and aim to get
fresh ingredients. If it’s a fruit at breakfast, kale at lunch and bell
peppers at dinner, that’s a great start. Being mindful of your meals
helps a lot so try to avoid the vending machine at work if you work
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in an office and bring a snack instead so you can hold yourself
accountable. Speaking of accountable, I removed ALL unhealthy
snacks from the house because if it isn’t there, I can’t eat it! That
helps a lot so you aren’t setting yourself up for disappointment. I
would also start exercising since I find that when I start my day
with exercise, I don’t want to eat anything that would make all
that hard work go to waste. I am an enormous yoga fan and I also
love doing HIIT workouts.

What’s your favourite recipe/type of recipe to make?

This is such a difficult question because isn’t all food just amazing?
I do have a love for breakfast foods, and if I had to choose one
meal I would have breakfast at every meal for the rest of my life.
I particularly love waffles and pancakes and I definitely do not
make them enough!
Jessica offers a FREE cookbook to her email subscribers! You can sign up here
to receive on her website jessicainthekitchen, and be on the lookout for her
eCookbook coming soon. ask@jessicainthekitchen.com
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TABLE & CHEERS
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BY NATALIE M GRAHAM

I love French food. As a foodie who discovered French cuisine during my
starving student days in Bordeaux and Paris, I have a healthy appreciation
for ALL things butter, chocolate and meat - the redder the better.
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o on my husband
and I’s anniversary,
I was thrilled to be
heading to the new
Fromage Brasserie
in its Marketplace
location. While some small part of me
(that was about to be smothered in cream)
wondered if this new Fromage would be
any different from the original, the minute
I walked in I knew: the Brasserie was a
Fromage of its own.
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Instead of life-sized murals of Parisian
scenery, the French-inspired Fromage
Brasserie favours clean, cream walls and
the dark beams and banquettes of the
rustic French countryside with a hearty
menu to match.
I ordered their farmhouse burger, my
husband chose barbeque ribs and we split
a shrimp mac and cheese. For weeks, I’d
been flirting with their farmhouse burger
on Instagram and it was everything I’d
imagined. The thick, handmade burger

patty was seasoned perfectly and grilled
to a flawless pink. Topped with sweet,
crispy onion rings and a gorgeous fried
egg within a lightly toasted bun, every
bite gave me a little crunch, a little creamy
and a lot of juiciness. The burger was all
I wanted, all I needed - until I saw my
husband’s dish and stole a rib.
With a deep, smoky flavour that still
served up sticky barbeque goodness, the
meat rolled right off the rib in effortless
strips of pure heaven. One bite of ribs plus
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Top Left:
Almond
crusted
salmon
Top Right:
Chicken and
waffles
Bottom Left:
Soup in a
bread bowl
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one bite of still-crisp steamed vegetables
was the perfect balance of flavours.
Then between us sat the shrimp mac
and cheese. With a creamy, cheesy base
and a buttery, crispy top, I was counting
on everything in between being fantastic.
And it was. Unlike in other restaurants
where they skimp on shrimp, every forkful
served up a hefty portion of all God’s best
works: cheese, pasta and seafood. Even the
steam was delicious!
The night was cool, the lights strung up
above us twinkling romantically. But all I
could see as I gazed across the table was an
array of empty plates, and the evidence of a
surprise dessert on the way. I knew without
looking it would be chocolate.
Chocolate was the only way the night
could get any more delicious. And it was.
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B&D TRAWLING

BY AVA GARDNER • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Jump in your car and play a game of treasure hunt with your family as you
head on into the archaic soul of Kingston, Downtown Kingston. You can be
captain and the kids your crew, while X marks the spot at B&D Trawling, our
new family spot for fresh Jamaican seafood.
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WE ENCOURAGE OUR
PATRONS TO COME TO

Embrace
and
Immerse

THEMSELVES IN OUR
.

MONTHLY SHOWCASE OF
.

JAMAICAN CULTURE.

J

ust a few metres away
from the shore, located off
Port Royal Street is B&D
Trawling’s Pop-Up Kitchen.
Originally, a supplier of
seafood, B&D Trawling
has been a family owned business for
over 30 years. Founded by Bunny Francis,
the business was established downtown
in the Kingston Harbour, where its core
business comprised of fishing, and the
processing and export of lobster and the
prized Queen Conch. Today, their catch
is exported to large seafood distributors in
America, Europe and Asia, and they’re also
the exclusive distributors of the Sea Best
brand’s products in Jamaica. Their entire
product range has now expanded to salmon,
lobster, shrimp, crab cakes, scallops, fillets,
clams, paella mixes and other assortments.
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Shrimp Fettuccine Pasta
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Escoveitched Snapper with Fried Festival and Bammy

Now under the stewardship of CEO, Roderick Francis and face painting and games and treats for kids. Moreover, it hosts
Operations Manager, Sean Francis, the business offers a monthly farmers’ markets and musical performances alongside the Pop-Up
pop-up kitchen to the local market. Held every last Friday and Kitchen. “As our event keeps growing and evolving, we encourage
Saturday of each month, the Pop-Up Kitchen features menu our patrons to come to embrace and immerse themselves in our
items, such as, Hellshire-style fried fish, shrimp pasta and when monthly showcase of Jamaican culture. Enjoy and taste the best
in season, grilled lobster. All menu items are made from B&D’s that Jamaica has to offer, as our vendors, artists and musicians
fresh product range and its Sea Best line. “Customers can enjoy showcase their talent and potential, in an atmosphere that is
and taste the fresh quality seafood we have to offer at our retail paralleled by the boastful beauty of Downtown Kingston”, says
outlet”, said Sales Manager, Omega Harris. Cooked by locals’ Harris.
favourite, Fort Clarence’s Andre’s On the Beach and B&D’s
What makes B&D Trawling different from other local seafood
in-house chefs, known simply as, Michelle and Fred, B&D’s suppliers are the quality and service that it offers. “We are an
mission is to reconnect people with the Jamaican culture by industrial fishing company which allows us to have full control
awakening their appetite for its Sea Best products, fresh local of the seafood that we serve, ensuring that it is the best quality,
seafood and produce, traditional and artisanal products, while fresh off the boat, while maintaining our dedication to respecting
inspiring a sense of national pride and support for sustainable the marine environment”, said Harris. B&D is currently in the
fishing and farming in Jamaica.
process of opening a full gourmet seafood restaurant overlooking
B&D Trawling Pop-Up Kitchen is great for ‘outdoorsy’ events the Waterfront. “(We’re) truly excited about this venture as we
for families. Although outdoor trips with children can be a aim to provide quality seafood at an affordable cost”, said Harris,
handful, B&D encourages parents to bring their kids and have a “two items that have already been added to that menu are conch
‘whale of a time’! The Pop-Up Kitchen also offers complimentary kebabs and spiny lobster thermidor.” Sounds delicious.
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Mystic Thai

BY CLAUDINE LEWIS • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Mystic Thai opened in Montego Bay in the summer of 2016 to great
anticipation by the Mobay diners. Having been avid supporters of Mystic
India - its sister property on the other side of Mobay in Whitter Village, we
were in eager anticipation of another ethnic dining option, a little closer for
those of us who live on the west-side of Mobay. You have to live in Montego
Bay to understand the whole west-side / east-side dilemma. Briefly, for
people on the west-side (Westgate, Freeport, Reading, Bogue) Fairview is
the epicenter of social life, we may grudgingly venture to Catherine Hall to
Mega Mart or Mobay town centre but any trip past the airport is anguishgenerating and requires full fledged contemplation and maybe drinks. The
same goes for east-side residents (Coral Gardens, Ironshore, Spring Farm,
Rosehall). Trips across town past the airport, heading west on Queen’s Drive
“Top-Road” with its dreaded traffic and barely an alternate route) produces
the same angst.
VOL. II - ISSUE 2 • 2017
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I

t is safe to say, that with
this major logistics hurdle,
a dining option that would
lure discerning palates across
town, outside of our enclaves
and comfort zones, must be
worth the time, the money, the traffic
frustrations and the calories!
Mystic Thai’s reputation heralds them
as the source of an authentic Eastern
world experience. And for me, the proof
is in the Pad – Thai, that is. Montego
Bay’s premium dining destination offers
a robust fusion of pan-Asian cuisine,
blending Thai, Chinese and Indian
notes into one palatable symphony.
Stepping into Mystic Thai is like
entering a magical eastern fairyland
complete with its orange glow lanterns,
waterfall feature and predominantly
Zen decor. Metallic curtains provide
a certain charm and allure and just
enough privacy between booths. The
.

.
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ambience is set for an elevated dining
experience and provides much more
than just having a meal.
If the idea that we eat with our senses
rings true, then Thai food may well take
the award for awakening the power of
aromatic release. Fragrance. It’s the
first thing to greet you as your meal
approaches. Aesthetics. The colours
pop off the plate inviting you to indulge.
Delve in, and you’re soon transported to
a place where the battle for supremacy is
ultimately won by your taste buds. There
is something to be said of a meal that
successfully stirs the complexities of all
the taste senses. Traditional spicy Thai
cooking finds its harmony in the pairing
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of sweet and sour, bitter and salty,
delicately fused to create an explosion
of taste.
This is Thai cuisine.
The team at Mystic Thai has paid
careful attention to detail, with
stemware and flatware selections that
add to the ambiance of east-meets-west
and intensifies the sentiment of being
transported from Montego Bay and its
traffic woes, to a magical destination on
the other side of the Pacific.
The menu is extensive and finding a
favourite is going to take a very long
time, as it will take several return
trips to sample everything on their
comprehensive list.

The day I knew Mystic Thai was a
winner was the day I took my mother
there for lunch. You see, my mother is
a reluctant diner and like many older
Jamaicans, is very set in her ways. She
loves her chicken, which must be either
Fricasseed or baked, while her rice must
have peas and be seasoned to perfection.
Suggesting going outside of that norm
guarantees protest - whether silent or
not. She had the Tom Yum Soup, Thai
Green Curry Chicken and Jasmine
rice. Let’s just say, my Mama feasted
on her appetizer and main, shared in
my order of Crispy Lamb, and was even
excited for desert! To this day, she still
asks about the basil ice cream.
No review of Mystic Thai would be
complete without talking about their
bar. Serving up delicious food is only
half of the draw to Mystic Thai. If
you have never tried their Lychee
Martini, you are seriously missing half
of your life! Their other cocktails and
formidable wine list help to round out
a wonderful dining experience, that is
sure to leave you feeling like you have
found somewhere special.
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Salad, Salad
Everywhere

If you happen to be in Mandeville, and ask anyone in the know where you can get a good salad, without skipping a
beat, they’ll probably tell you to call Marcia Charlebois. Marcia is the ‘queen of salads’. She has the not-so-common
ability to pair just about and fresh leafy green with the right complements, to create a fusion of perfectly balanced
flavours, which stir desire and excite taste buds. With 3 basic ingredients, Marcia uses their individual strengths and
weaknesses to highlight and neutralize each other. Here she shares an exquisite combination of bitter, sweet, salty
and tangy in one of her favourite fresh summer salads. It’s just a few minutes to simple satisfaction!
.

.

ARUGULA, FETA AND WATERMELON
Ingredients
» 2 cups of baby arugula
» 2 cups water melon balls
» 1/4 cup feta

Dressing
All of these measurements are approximate
strongly suggest everyone taste and adjust
accordingly
» 1/4 cup olive oil
» 1 or 2 cloves finely minced garlic
» 1 tablespoon lemon juice (bobo
lime or bottled lemon juice) add
more if needed
» 1 or 2 teaspoons sugar
» Taste as you go along.
» 1/4 teaspoon dried Italian seasoning
» 1 teaspoon fresh parsley finely
chopped
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» Salt and red pepper flakes to taste
» Mix it all up!
Toss arugula with the dressing just add 1/2
dressing then add your melon balls and feta
drizzle more dressing over these if needed.
Red onion rings thinly sliced are optional.
Serve cold!

Baby Mixed Greens With
Pears, Feta And Cranberries
With Honey Mustard
Dressing
» 4 to 6 cups baby mixed greens
» ½ cup cucumbers - seeds removed
and thinly sliced
» ½ cup bosc pears - thinly sliced or
julienned
» ½ cup red onion rings - thinly sliced
and halved

3 tablespoons dried cranberries
¼ cup feta crumbles
(Put the feta on last)
Honey Mustard Dressing
¼ cup olive oil
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard (stone
ground)
» 2 tablespoons honey
» ¼ teaspoon garlic finely minced
» ¼ teaspoon dried Italian seasoning
» ¼ tsp. salt
» Pinch red pepper flakes
Whip it all together until quite thick
Add 1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
You can also add a tablespoon of water if you
like it less thick as with everything Taste
and add more sweet, salt or sour until you
get the right balance for your taste.
Apply dressing to salad and serve cold!
»
»
»
»
»
»
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Peppatree
Rack of Lamb
®

(meat courtesy of The Meat Experts)

.

.
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Ingredients:
» 4 racks of lamb (weight approx 1lb
each)
» Use any Peppatree dry spice mix
(Zesty BBQ , Firey Jerk or All
Tings Spice)
» Peppatree Green Peppa, and or,
Peppatree Red Peppa Hot Sauce
» Optional addition - Peppatree
Butter Mix (combine all)
» 1 tbsp celery leaves - finely chopped
» 1 block of salted butter
» 1 tbsp Peppatree All Tings Spice

Method:

1

.

.

Moderately trim fat from rack of
lamb (do not remove all)

with any Peppatree dry
2spiceSprinkle
mix

3 Allow to marinade for 30 minutes
on grill over flames or high
4heatPlace
and char
5

Move from direct flames and
continue cooking

with Peppatree Green Peppa,
6andBaste
or Peppatree Red Peppa Hot

Sauce

7

(Optional) Place dollops of butter
mix atop racks, allow to melt into
meat

8

Remove from grill once meat has
reached medium rare to medium
doneness

9 Allow to rest for 10 - 15 minutes
Cut into individual racks - start
10
from the exposed rib end, slice
between ribs. Nyam!
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Peppatree® Scorched Corn Salsa
Ingredients:
» 2 whole corns on the cob
» 1 tsp Peppatree Zesty BBQ Spice
» 1 tbsp Peppatree Red Peppa Hot
Sauce
» 2 tbsp olive oil
» 1 tbsp vinegar

» 2 tbsp fresh lime juice
» 1 ½ tbsp cilantro (chopped)
» 1 ½ tbsp celery leaves (finely
chopped)
» 3 tbsp red onion (finely chopped)

Method:
Peppatree Zesty BBQ
1SpiceCombine
and 1 tbsp olive oil
Coat/rub corn cobs with oil
2mixture

on grill till charred
3nicelyRoastall corn
round

4knifeCut corn from cob with a sharp

and toss roasted corn,
5red Combine
onion, remaining olive oil,

vinegar, fresh lime, cilantro, celery
leaves and Peppatree Red Peppa Hot
Sauce
Allow to rest 30 minutes in
6refrigerator.
Nyam!

Tip
For more depth of flavour be sure to get
a really nice char on the corn. Make
sure corn is dry before coating with oil
mixture.
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Peppatree
Butterflied Chicken
®

w/Red Stripe Beer
Ingredients:

» 1 whole chicken (weight approx 1.8lb each)
» Option 1 - Peppatree Zesty BBQ Spice (4tbsp) & Peppatree Mango BBQ
Sauce (enough for basting)
» Option 2 - Peppatree All Tings Spice (4tbsp) & Peppatree Spicy Ketchup
(enough for basting)
» ½ cup vinegar
» 1 bottle of Red Stripe beer

.

.
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Method:
chicken by removing the
1backButterfly
bone

Clean chicken further by removing
2all veins,
excess skin, and fat
‘Wash’ chicken with vinegar (rub
3all over),
then rinse with water

4

Choose either Option 1 or Option
2 above
with dry spice, 2 tbsp per
5side,Sprinkle
and pat in

Marinate in refrigerator overnight
Spray with Red Stripe beer
6(or minimum
11
12 hours for best results)
Put your thumb over the top of
12
from fridge and allow
bottle opening
7meatRemove
to come to room temperature
then slide your
13thumbShakebackgently,
Place on grill over flames or high
slightly (just enough to
8heat and char
release a stream of beer)

Move from direct flames and
9continue
cooking

Baste with Mango BBQ Sauce
10
or Spicy Ketchup (continue to follow
Option 1 or Option 2 combination
listed above)

14 Direct towards chicken
15 Allow to rest for 15 minutes
Cut or chop into pieces as
16
desired.
Nyam!

.

.

Tip
Steak can be tenderized with a
tenderizing mallet before cooking.
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Peppatree® Gril ed Potatoes
Ingredients
» 12 medium sized
potatoes
» 1 tbsp Peppatree All
Tings Spice
» 1 tbsp Peppatree

Zesty BBQ Spice
» 1 tbsp fresh thyme
(chopped)
» 2 tbsp olive oil

Method
potatoes to
1boilBring
in a large pot of
salted water

only until just
2tenderBoil(check
with fork,
should just be able to
pass through)

3

Drain, set aside,
and allow to cool down
till they reach room
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temperature

potatoes in
4largePlace
bowl and toss

with thyme, olive oil,
Peppatree All Tings and
Zesty BBQ Spices
potatoes over
5hotGrill
fire till charred
nicely all over.

Peppatree
Tenderloin

®

(meat courtesy of The Meat Experts)
Ingredients:
» 1 whole beef tenderloin fillet (weight approx 2.5lbs)
» Option 1 - use any Peppatree dry spice mix (Zesty BBQ ,
Firey Jerk or All Tings Spice) - 1 tbsp per pound
» Option 2- use Peppatree Ol’Time Jerk Wet Marinade - 1
tbsp per pound
» Peppatree hot sauces, bbq sauces, or spicy ketchup (for
dipping as desired)
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Method:
Option 1 - sprinkle, coat and pat dry spice mix
1ontoUsing
tenderloin. If using Option 2 - roll and rub beef
tenderloin with Peppatree Ol’Time Jerk Wet Marinade

2 Allow meat to marinade for 30 minutes
3 Place on grill over flames or high heat and char
4 Move from direct flames and continue cooking
Remove from grill once meat has reached medium rare
5to medium
doneness

7 Slice across the grain
8 Dip in any of the Peppatree sauces desired.

Nyam!

Tip
Goes great with Peppatree asparagus shoots - prep whole shoots,
coat in olive oil then sprinkle generously and toss with Peppatree
Zesty BBQ or All Tings Spice. Grill on barbecue.

6 Allow to rest for 10 - 15 minutes
VOL. II - ISSUE 2 • 2017
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Peppatree
BBQ Beef Short Ribs
®

w/Red Stripe Beer (meat courtesy of The Meat Experts)
Ingredients:
» 3 beef short ribs (weight approx
1.3lbs each)
» 1 cup Peppatree Smokey BBQ
Sauce (plus additional for basting)

.

.

» 1 tbsp Peppatree Scotch Bonnet
Peppa hot sauce
» 1 bottle Red Stripe beer (plus
additional for sprinkling as desired)

» ½ cup Peppatree Red Peppa hot
sauce (optional - for tossing ribs in
after removing from barbecue)

» ½ ounce sliced ginger
» 1 sprig of fresh thyme

» 2 tbsp Peppatree All Tings Spice

In a large bowl combine the
1Peppatree
Smokey BBQ Sauce, Red

with cold water and add in
7stockCover
ingredients

Chop meat between the bones
13
into smaller pieces as desired

Add ribs to bowl and massage into
2mixture

(note: short ribs are a tougher piece of
meat, braising softens the meat)

hot sauce (for a less heat option toss
in Peppatree Smokey BBQ Sauce).
Nyam!

Ingredients for stock:
» 2 stalk celery
» 4 cloves garlic

Method:

Stripe beer, and Peppatree Scotch
Bonnet Peppa Hot Sauce

or place entire mixture and
3meatCover
into a ziploc bag

Marinate in refrigerator overnight
4(or minimum
12 hours for best results)
from fridge and allow
5meatRemove
to come to room temperature

meat along with marinade
6intoPlace
a large pot
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to a boil, add in Peppatree
Optional - Toss meat in a large
8AllBring
14
Tings Spice then reduce to simmer
bowl with Peppatree Red Peppa

9 Simmer for 130 minutes
Remove from water, baste with
10
Peppatree Smokey BBQ Sauce and set
aside ready for grilling

Place on grill over flames or high
11
heat and char
Move from direct flames and
12
continue grilling on either side,
basting as desired
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Peppatree Flank Steak
®

(meat courtesy of The Meat Experts)
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Ingredients:
» 4 flank steaks (weight approx ¾ lbs each)
» 3 tbsp Peppatree Ol’ Time Jerk wet marinade
» 1 tbsp any Peppatree dry spice mix - Zesty BBQ , Firey

Jerk or All Tings Spice
» Peppatree Mango BBQ Sauce, Smokey BBQ Sauce or
Spicy Ketchup (for dipping as desired)

Method:
into a large bowl along with Peppatree Ol’
1TimePlaceJerksteaks
wet marinade

7 Move from direct flames and continue cooking
steaks with any of the Peppatree dry spice
8mixesSprinkle
whilst cooking

2 Massage/rub wet marinade into the steaks
Place into a covered bowl or large zip lock bag,
3refrigerate

Remove from grill once meat has reached medium rare
9to medium
doneness

in refrigerator overnight (or minimum 12
4hoursMarinate
for best results)

10 Allow to rest for 5 - 10 minutes.
across the grain. Nyam!

Remove from fridge and allow meat to come to room
5temperature
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Steak can be tenderized with a tenderizing mallet before cooking.

Place on grill over flames or high heat and char
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Slice with angular cuts

ALL THIS & SO MUCH MORE.

PERRY’S HOTEL & RESTAURANT SUPPLY CO. LTD.

82 HAGLEY PARK ROAD, KINGSTON, JAMAICA
TEL: (876) 923-4810 | FAX: (876) 923-4340 | INFO@PERRYSMFG.COM | PERRYSMFG.COM
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WINE
NOTES
BY JAIME BICKNELL

If there were a saying that sums up my unforgettable experience in France,
it would be “If you drank a new wine each night, it would take 8 years to
drink your way through France.”

.

.

F

or me, these 8 years were cut down to two short weeks. This June, I was given
the opportunity to travel through France, and through this journey I was
able to both discover more and deepen my passion for wine. In one of the
most prominent countries known for wine, my suspense before departure was
indisputably heightened. Planning my trip was at the top of my priority list most days,
as I was excited for what was to come. I set off for France and embarked on a journey on
which I learned and discovered more than I could have ever imagined.
Besides the many wine tastings I attended, the restaurants I explored, and a quick visit
from my brother, the main event highlighting my trip in France was my participation in
the Barton & Guestier’s Food and Wine Academy at the Chateau Magnol in Bordeaux.
Ironic is the fact that I’ve never been one to get excited about going to ‘school,’ but the
thought of attending such a prestigious and world-renowned academy for wine had
me sleepless the night before. Now, I couldn’t wait for school to begin. The academy
welcomed the attendees with a dinner, where introductions took place to commence
the 3-day course. The introductory 4-course wine paired meal, cooked by Chef Frederic
– the in house chef at the Chateaux – set the standard high for the rest of my stay in
France. This lavish meal surpassed any of my expectations.
Over the duration of the 3-day course, I embarked on each day with a sense of
readiness and eagerness to learn – and of course, to drink wine. Each day was filled
with more wine tastings than the last, French wine education, and visits to Chateaux’s
including Chateau Soutard in St. Emilion and Chateau Prieure Lichine in Margaux,
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and of course, Chateau Magnol. Each
morning, our days began at 8am – and
wake up calls were quickly followed by
breakfast, which included some of the
most delicate, delicious croissants and
baguettes that I have ever tasted. Next, we
journeyed to the classroom, where, each
day, we learned about all the different
aspects of French wine. Here, we all took
part in wine tastings that were often
perfectly paired with the right cheeses and
other small dishes cooked by Chef Fred.
These wine tastings were crucial to my
learning experience on the trip, and I am
very fortunate to have been surrounded by
like-minded individuals in a room where
passion for wine was radiant. Each meal
began with an aperitif and continued with
a wine pairing per dish.
At the end of this trip, I realized how
much more there was to learn about a topic
I had already felt knowledgeable about,
and this made it extremely worthwhile and
memorable for me. It has geared me up to
continue studying (and drinking) wine.
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Please enjoy our wines responsibly. © 2017 Ruffino Import Company, Rutherford, CA
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All Day,
Every
Day…Rosé
BY JAIME BICKNELL
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Frosé Recipe

Mak" 4 to 6 S%v'gs
It’s what we’ve all been waiting for - it’s #RoseSeason! Now we all
have a perfect excuse to continue drinking this pink, refreshing summer
drink at an even more alarming rate! Whether you’re island hopping in
Greece or sitting by the pool in Kingston, Rosé will be your best friend and
most essential summer accessory. While we would happily drink it year
round, summer is definitely Rosé Season. It has become a symbol of all that
is good about summertime. It’s light, it’s refreshing, and most importantly,
it pairs perfectly with almost any type of food. Whispering Angel or Barton
& Guestier Provence Rosé are among those that define the summer season,
making a pink, fruity base for any summer cocktail. All different types, all
different styles, and from all different countries, summer is all about the
rosé. The refreshing and easy-drinking qualities of a well-chilled glass of
rosé make it the drink of choice for many beach-goers and brunch-eaters.
It’s become a summer necessity – no wonder #RoseAllDay has become such
a social media phenomenon!

I

n fact, some people can’t drink rosé
without sharing it with their friends
on SnapChat or Insatgram. To stay
on top of this ever-growing trend,
we suggest you share your rosé experiences
with your friends – show them what you
know! The type of rosé, your own version
of the cocktail you create, how you’re
drinking it, who you’re drinking it with,
and where you’re drinking it – we just
shared the biggest tip on how to stay trendy
this summer! With such a trend that’s
conquering the world, you too can conquer
the world with this fashionable, pink drink.
It’s all about summer, and summer is all
about rosé, and now you can make it all
about you. Tis the season to be trendy, and
there’s nothing that’s more trendy than
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sharing your #RoseSeason.
You can make rosé from almost any
grape and from almost anywhere in the
world – now there’s really no excuse to
start your #RoseSeason. In a glass, with a
straw, or used to create your own summer
cocktails – the possibilities to stay hydrated
while staying on trend are endless. It’s your
turn to try! People all around the world
are showing off their creative skills and
having fun with the limitless possibilities
of their rosé seasons. The most creative
of all is Frosé – that’s right, there’s now
a frozen rosé that’s even more refreshing
and even more perfect for the season. This
slushy, fruity, cold drink is the only way to
cool down this summer. Look below for a
frosé recipe that’ll keep you cool for days.

Ingredients
» 1 750 ml bottle Whispering
Angel Rose
» ½ cup sugar
» 8 ounces strawberries, hulled,
quartered
» 2½ ounces fresh lemon juice

Preparation
rosé into a 13x9” pan
1andPour
freeze until almost solid (it

.

.

won’t completely solidify due to
the alcohol), at least 6 hours.

bring sugar
2andMeanwhile,
½ cup water to a boil in

a medium saucepan; cook,
stirring constantly, until sugar
dissolves, about 3 minutes. Add
strawberries, remove from heat,
and let sit 30 minutes to infuse
syrup with strawberry flavor.
Strain through a fine-mesh sieve
into a small bowl (do not press
on solids); cover and chill until
cold, about 30 minutes.

3

Scrape rosé into a blender.
Add lemon juice, 3½ ounces
strawberry syrup, and 1 cup
crushed ice and purée until
smooth. Transfer blender jar to
freezer and freeze until frosé is
thickened (aim for milkshake
consistency), 25–35 minutes.
Blend again until frosé is
4slushy.
Divide among glasses.

Do Ahead: Rosé can be frozen 1 week
ahead.
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Baker’s Delight
Photography: Dwayne Watkins

The phrase ‘one stop driva’ is synonymous in Jamaica with
a journey on public transportation. It’s how a passenger
gets the driver’s attention to let him or her know that
they’ve arrived at their destination and they’d like to get
off. For us here at Indulge, it has become our ‘pit stop’,
‘fuel stop’ or ‘charging station’ as we hit the road in search
of one fantastic food find after another. Once our car is
packed with the necessities for the day ahead – full tank of
gas, camera equipment and Google maps, there’s only one
last thing on the checklist – food!
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ur ‘fuel stop’
A typically busy Baker’s Delight day
takes us to starts off with porridge (of the peanut,
C h a n c e r y banana or cornmeal variety) and ackee
Drive off Red & saltfish disappearing off the breakfast
Hi l ls Road, menu in record time. The same goes for
where hungry the fried chicken for lunch – if you snooze,
tummies are satisfied no matter the time you lose! “Curried chicken, oxtail and tripe
of day. Smack in the middle of Kingston 19 & beans are among our guaranteed hits,”
is Baker’s Delight, a traditional Jamaican Anna-Kaye explains. She’s telling the
eatery, whose popularity was built on daily- truth – take it from the team that calls
baked, fresh bread, served hot-out-of-the- ahead to ensure that our order is perfect
oven, to a largely pedestrian clientele en every single time. What else is on the
route to or from school and work.
BD hit list? Old time Jamaican pastry
The success of any food centric business favourites of course; after all, this is where
depends on several factors; the quality of it all started! The love affair that Jamaicans
the food, its consistency and the service have with ‘sugar bun’ and all things sweet
that comes with it. Oh, and location, is incessant! Baker’s Delight’s range of
location, location! “We’re in a heavily pastries disappears almost as quickly as
populated hub. Meadowbrook and Red they emerge from the oven, so much so
Hills Road are steadily bustling with that their twist donut and melt-in-yourmouth bread pudding, have no clue what
‘shelf life’ means!
After almost 30 years of food service,
Baker’s Delight provides its patrons with
the food they want, just the way they like
it. “Satisfying the Jamaican palate, is
not as easy as one would think. We are
preparing meals that are a staple in most
homes throughout Jamaica, so we have
no choice but to hit the right mark each
time. Our customers expect meals that
‘taste like home’, and that’s exactly what
they get here.”
We concur. For us, after more than
2 years of ‘one-stopping’ at Baker’s
Delight, we’d say they’ve mastered this
achievement; a true delight indeed.

.

activity, and we’re here to provide the
support for that ongoing movement with
great-tasting, affordable meals.” AnnaKay Price is at the helm of the secondgeneration, family-owned business and she
credits word-of-mouth and predictability
for much of their success.
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My Kitchen
Size Isn’t Everything
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

If the phrase ‘less is more’ were deemed to be true, then a visit to this
kitchen would definitely serve to confirm that. And if you believe that
your kitchen needs lots of space to become a dream kitchen, then we
invite you to think again.

.

.
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“I

f there’s one place in my house that I had
to get right first, it’s the kitchen and I had
no shame in being utilitarian.” Brandon
Ferguson is a stylist, designer and owner of
a kitchen that feels far bigger than it actually is. There
are no divisive walls, no upper cupboards and no unused
spaces – all elements that can inadvertently burden a
small space. When presented with the opportunity
to redesign the two-story apartment space, Brandon
decided that he wanted a no-frills kitchen where every
square inch would have multiple uses.
A small space can present design challenges when
trying to incorporate all the elements of a full service
kitchen, so it requires a smart approach to achieve
the functionality and beauty that homeowners want.
What does that smart approach entail? There are
two simple points to consider; where to put what and
which colours to use. That’s it.
Brandon believes that we own too much stuff.
“When we keep ‘everything’, we feel the weight and
burden of our clutter every day and I tried hard to
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redirect this feeling from my kitchen.” And being
someone who loves to entertain, the challenge of
making the small space feel bigger, while maintaining
its dining appeal, took priority in the redesign process
for him.
The first things to go were the cupboards. Yes,
they’re necessary, but surrounding the entire kitchen
space with wall cupboards would only have created
an enclosure-like feel. So the kitchen’s centre island
became home to low-access storage below the stove
and beside the oven. So with all amenities hidden
in plain sight, clean lines and Bostonian-chic fuse
seamlessly to create a mini modern space.
A warm loft grey on the walls embraces the contrast
of the blue centre island while giving the illusion of
deeper perspective. Knowing that colour choices have
a significant impact on spatial recognition, Brandon
had to exercise caution when deciding how to paint.
Focal walls that feature in many kitchens were not
an option here. “They (focal walls) draw the eyes
and can make an already small space appear even
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smaller,” Brandon explains, and goes on
to describe how he cleverly diverted that
colour pop to the island. The kitchen
boasts the conservative knowledge that
light, understated colours are a wise
solution for small spaces.
For this owner, the kitchen represents a
true ‘hang-out’ spot. This is where meals
are both prepared and consumed, since the
small townhome is devoid of a designated
dining area. The adjoining living area is
a free flow through the kitchen and out
onto the open deck immediately off the
‘heart and soul’ of this home. “This space
is my everything; coffee in the morning,
dinner with friends or a glass of merlot
at midnight – all happen in the comfort
of my kitchen.” With the sliding doors
opened, as they often are, it takes some
convincing that you’re occupying a mere
230 square foot space.
Large kitchens are beautiful and may
be on the wish lists for many Jamaicans.
However, considering that today’s real
estate market offers an abundance of
compact living spaces, it only makes
sense that modern aesthetic appeal
marries itself to practical solutions. It’s
not the size, but rather the style that
counts. With transforming his compact
apartment under control, I suspect the
only remaining concern would be which
friends would make the cut to ‘christen’
the new space.
.
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TO MARKET TO MARKET

Ujimi

.

Farmer’s Market
.

BY STACEY AIKEN • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Market day has long been an ‘ole’ time Jamaican
tradition. I remember my grandmother going to
Coronation Market in Kingston, every Saturday
morning to buy fresh, fruit and vegetables for
the week’s meals. There is a market located in
every major town across the island where vendors
assemble to offer various fresh produce to the
public. Farmers Market differ from traditional
markets in that the farmers themselves sell directly
to the consumer. Several years ago, as a part of
a national thrust towards buying local, the Rural
Agricultural Development Agency, staged a series of
Farmers Markets across island bringing the market
closer to residents. Though that initiative has
subsided, several regular Farmers Markets are still
held in Kingston including the Ujima Farmers Market.
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jima Natural Farmers Market
is unique. It is currently the
only market in Kingston
where you can find pesticidefree produce grown using the principles of
organic agriculture. The mission of Ujima is
to provide a venue where farmers, producers,
crafters and artisans come together to
provide a variety of fresh, clean pesticide
free produce and related products directly to
the consumer. The market promotes health
and wellness for both its consumers and
it’s farmers, seeking to encourage direct
communication between customers and
growers, and fostering social gathering and
community building.
The word Ujima is a Swahili word
that means “Collective Work and
.

.
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Responsibility”, and is an initiative of the
Source Farm established in 2014 with
only four farmers. The market has now
grown to having 18 farmers represented
at each market day and a total pool of 42
members including producers of local
artisanal products. Member farmers hail
from Trelawny, St. Thomas, Portland,
St. Ann and St. Catherine. Value-added
products available at the market include
goat cheese, probiotic beverages, local
breads and flours, herbal supplements,
honey, nut butters and raw treats, soaps,
natural laundry detergent, accessories, and
crafts, all locally produced.

There are many benefits
to shopping at a Farmers
Market:
You’ll be getting freshly picked
1in-season
produce at the height of

nutrition and flavour. Supermarket
produce can be several days old having
travelled for miles before reaching the
consumer.

a market like Ujima
2youByhelpsupporting
to grow the local economy by
putting money directly in the hands
of small business owners and ensuring
that they get a fair price for their
produce.
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A trip to the Farmers Market is
an excellent way to have quality time
with family. It is an opportunity for
the children to learn about where
their food comes from and can set
the stage for preparing family meals
together. This is great modeling for
the development of healthy behaviour
for the children to adopt.

.

6

Shopping at an organic market
gives you access to clean food, free
from potentially harmful pesticides
and chemicals. As persons become
more health conscious, discerning
customers understand the value of
securing high quality ingredients
and supporting a cleaner food system.
You will be keeping your children safe
by including these clean produce in
their diets.

You’ll help to preserve the
7ecosystem.
The techniques used in

organic farming reduce pollution and
protect the water and soil. Traditional
farming methods can introduce many
contaminants to the environment,
whereby harmful chemicals are not
allowed in organic farming.

The Farmers Market is great place
8to connect
to a community of likeA wide variety of foods are grown
3in Jamaica
and Farmers Markets can

give you access to unique produce,
not readily found in typical the food
stores. These farmers can preserve
Jamaica’s agricultural diversity as
they offer traditional products such as
mammee, fruit and frog banana.
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You are able to talk directly to
5the farmers
and learn about your

food - how it’s grown and where it’s
coming from. They’ll give you tips for
food preparation and storage of their
produce and will offer samples of
their products.

minded people and an opportunity to
get reconnected with the knowledge
and goodness of the soil.

Ujima Natural Farmers Market is held at 22 Barbican
Road every Saturday from 10 am until 3 pm. Ujima
launches a new market in Portmore, St. Catherine
in September 2017. For more information and to
get on their mailing list contact Nicola Phillips at
sourcefarm@yahoo.com or call 421-8838 .
Stacey Aiken M.Sc., is a Certified Nutritionist
Email: stacey.aiken@gmail.com
Facebook: Stacey Aiken Health Coaching
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June
Plum B&B
.

.

June Plum Bed & Breakfast holds
just enough mystery to pique
curiosity and definitely enough
intrigue to elicit questions of a
history steeped in wealth, pomp
and pageantry. Envision butlers
serving Earl Grey in fine bone china,
while Agatha Christie edits her latest
mystery, or Winston Churchill in
the antique-filled drawing room,
puffing on his pipe while wearing
his favourite smoking jacket.

.

.

B

ut instead of English
Tea Biscuits and scones,
Christopher Scott-Brown will
serve you crispy Jamaican water
crackers, lathered in homemade jam with
the perfect cup of Blue Mountain coffee,
brewed just the way you like it, and timed
just ahead of your warmed snifter with your
favourite cognac. It’s your nightcap, that
you can choose to enjoy with the chorus of
the crickets in the garden outside, or while
relishing the last few chapters of the novel
you’ve been meaning to finish.
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C

hristopher has been welcoming & breakfast accommodation is largely
guests to his quintessential attractive to European clients who yearn for
countryside home-away- and appreciate a personalized and authentic
from-home for almost 5 years. Jamaican experience. “Guests look forward
“We’re virtually in the middle of the island, to an abundance of activities here in the
making June Plum perfectly positioned South and I’m happy to arrange tours and
for cross-country travelers who can rest point them in the right direction,” Scottcomfortably overnight before journeying Brown explains.
on to their intended destination.” He
All guests, regardless of country of
explains the nature of many of his local origin, look forward to a June Plum
guests, while acknowledging that his bed breakfast.
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Your Trusted Caribbean
Seafood Supplier
.

The largest variety of fresh quality Seafood
from across the globe, right to your table.

@rainforestseafoods

.

.

.

A traditional breakfast of ackee &
saltfish, mackerel rundown, steamed
calalloo, fried plantains, fried dumplings,
roast breadfruit, coffee and juice is made
even better than it already is, by having
that delectable meal in a fairytale garden,
perched atop the cool hills of Ingleside
in Mandeville. It’s the kind of meal that
becomes an experience and invites you to
linger longer, with a second or third cup
of coffee on pour.
Guests often wake that much earlier just
to savour the special experience. With the
begonias and agapanthus in full bloom, a
hot cup of your favourite morning brew
in hand and the crisp Mandeville air
reminding you where you are, there is
something almost magical about enjoying
the dawn of a new day.
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ROAD TRIP
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Road Trip

Rio Grande

It’s true that we live where others vacation. However, so many home-grown activities
are bucket list experiences for countless Jamaicans who proudly use the hashtag.
#ILiveWhereYouVacation Jamaica is home to many rivers. From one end of the island
to the next, more than 100 rivers provide life to some and to others; the waters
provide one adventure after another. Rafting on the Rio Grande is one of them.
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BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHT: DWAYNE WATKINS

T

he beauty and quietude of an almost 3-hour
journey along one of Jamaica’s largest rivers,
comes alive this issue as we use a different
vehicle; exchanging Bridgestone tires for
bamboo rafts, and converting our road trip
to a ‘raft trip’.
The Rio Grande’s history dates back to the late 1800’s during
the burgeoning banana export trade, which established Jamaica
as a major player in that industry. Bamboo rafts were used to
transport freshly picked produce from the island’s plantations
to the ships at shore, waiting on the valuable goods to cross the
Atlantic.
Today, the river carries with it thousands of passengers in
search of an unexplained serenity, that could easily be considered
elusive in our day-to-day lives. What the river also carries
in her rippling waters, are stories of love and angst, tears and
toils. Stories of survival and gallantry are strewn alongside the
passageway that leads almost heroically to the other side. The
raft captains, who happen to be well-versed tour guides, are
more than happy to share the tales that traverse the rivers, just
as well as they do.
You know you’ve arrived in Portland when the colours that
you pass on the outside suddenly have a richer hue. The greens
look a little greener, and the blue skies above magically appear
bluer. The ‘howdy-dos’ from persons on the street come faster
than normal, as if the mechanical motion of city life has not yet
infiltrated the still-sleepy parish.
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To get to the start of the ride, you can either take the winding
and not-so-easy-to-find route on your own. Go through the
town of Port Antonio, past the districts of Breastworks and
Fellowship until you arrive at Berridale. However, a word to the
wise; the comfort of driving yourself to the beginning of the tour,
is eradicated by having to get back to your car at the end of your
trip. The raft ride ends by the mouth of the river at Rafter’s Rest,
so you’ll have to take a taxi back to your car, which would still
be safely parked in Berridale.
We listened to sound advice and common sense prevailed. Be
sure to follow suit.
There’s something to be said about nature speaking loudly, in
the silent way that only Mother Nature can do. The gentle gush
of water cascading, the thickets of sugarcane and vegetation
rustling in the light breeze, and the splash of a bird diving for
its lunch created nature’s ‘grande’ soundtrack. Even the cows
in the distance chewed quietly, as if silence was a prerequisite
for being here. The only manmade sounds came from our raft
captain whose occasional interruptions, served to give perspective
to an otherwise vast narrative. Their stories impress with a
knowledgeable mix of culture, history and current affairs –
they’re proud to inform which celebrity passengers were their
most recent. Comfortable that our journey was in the capable
hands of the designer, builder and captain of the vessel, our only
suggestion was the addition of raft canopies! There’s no better
way to enjoy ‘on-raft’ entertainment, than under the protection
from the scorching sun.
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n hour and a half into our downstream
sojourn, our morning’s meal had worn
off. We were hungry! Thankfully,
Belinda - the sole restaurateur on the
banks of the Rio Grande, was ready and waiting for
arrival. Smartly, we had placed our order before, so
she knew to expect us and we in turn, knew just what
we were looking forward to. Crayfish – fresh from the
river and cooked to perfection! After a lifetime of living
by the river, Belinda knows her patrons. So having
prepared more than what we ordered wasn’t just a ploy –
she knew that we’d be hungrier than expected. Steamed
snapper, roasted turbot, rice & peas, some good old
stewed chicken and perfectly ripened plantains, were
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ready and waiting for our dining pleasure. If you’ve
never known the satisfaction of an ice-cold Ting and
a steaming hot curried crayfish, then your life has not
yet begun!
With full tummies and at least another hour to
complete our journey on the ‘big river’, the imminent
setting sun was welcomed and the cruise to Rafter’s
Rest where we had parked earlier, was a quiet one.
Quiet reflection on a lovely day and a ‘ticky’ on my
bucket list.
One final recommendation? Have a driver waiting
to take you home so you can marinate on a day well
spent without worrying about the drive ahead.
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Handmade burger with a sunny-side up egg, sautéed mushrooms and
caramelized onions served between the family bakery’s bun.
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With Chef Lilee
Photography: Dwayne Watkins
When French cuisine is your inspiration and Paris is your favourite
city in the whole world, it stands
to reason that your first foodcentric business venture would
aptly be named in the language of love. There it is!
Lian Chen is the owner and
creative genius behind the
chic Mandeville bistro that
transports its patrons from
the small south central
town in Manchester,
to the sidewalk cafes
of any metropolis of
note - if only for a
brief moment. Voila is
an escape from the
hustle and bustle of
the congested town
a stone’s throw
away.

.

.

T

he menu is unpretentious; offering traditional dishes with flair in both title
and presentation, exciting the appetites of a generation of learned and well
traveled patrons. When Lian returned to Jamaica after completing her studies
at The Canadian Food & Wine Institute at Niagara College, she was home,
so that automatically meant she was halfway happy. But her objectives were clear. She
wanted to create a pleasant space where guests would have fun and enjoy good food. It
was that simple. Having been born into a ‘baking family’, Lian was already accustomed
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JAMAICANS ARE
BECOMING MUCH MORE
ADVENTUROUS

when it
comes to
food.
to sights, sounds and scents of running a kitchen. The
family bakery in Spauldings provided Lian with firm
foundation in the food service industry and also fostered
her love for baked goods. “I remember growing up and
having to wake up at 5am to go to the bakery with my
Dad. I would help the guys in the kitchen to make
bread. Well I’d try at least, because my hands were so
tiny at that age,” Lian laughs. Her formal education
today, is literally icing on the cake.
Voila’s menu is a presentation of simple, honest
and ingredient-focused meals, that are all made inhouse. Lian is very proud that she is able to source
all ingredients locally, further enhancing her desire
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to capitalise on the homely and community feel that
she wants for her bistro. “We make a combination of
European and American inspired dishes, with the
same attention to detail that goes into any local meal
that Jamaicans love. Our wraps, pizzas and crepes
start with the best ingredients, high-quality flour
and real milk.”
Favourites on the menu? “Omlettes are a hit for
breakfast, but crepes are a close second. Jamaicans
are becoming much more adventurous when it comes
to food - I definitely see the effort to try new foods.”
For lunch, there is no doubt that the burger is king!
And from the dinner menu, there is a tie for the
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Grilled Garlic Chicken and shrimp served on a bed of our
creamy white wine Penne Pasta
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Grilled Chicken Panini with fresh Foccacia Bread

.

.

Chicken Tender Wrap

Cornmeal Dusted Fish Sandwich served with freshly
made coleslaw on top

chicken cordon bleu and grilled salmon – both very popular with
Voila guests. Even their paninis are made fresh with hand-made
focaccia. The burger, for Lian is a winner! “Our burger stands out
with a taste that is second to none. The meat is very well seasoned
and our burger buns are simply outstanding. You have to taste
it to believe it.” What’s the secret Lian? “Jamaicans simply love
a fresh, bakery-made hardough bread!” she winks. Voila!
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ON THE FARM

Bee My
Honey
.

.

Have you ever thought of using honey as a salad dressing, a
cheese accompaniment or as a dipping sauce? Can honey be
thought of in the same category as wine, where it contains different flavour compounds? Enter Kirkland Farms, purveyors of
boutique-flavoured honeys.

.

.

A Visit to Kirkland Farms
BY ALISON LATCHMAN

N

estled in the hills of St. Andrew, is where
you will find this charming, family run
apiary. On our visit we found owner and
operator, Eileen Dunkley-Shim, fully clad in her
protective gear, tending to her bees. She warned of
possible bee stings and had a protective tent for visitors,
where we made a hasty retreat after getting a little too
close! Beekeeping is not for the faint of heart.
Dunkley’s passion for bees developed serendipitously.
As the Library Manager at one of the GEMS
Wellington Private Schools in Dubai, she was charged
with the task of decorating it. “It was a huge space
with white walls that needed to be visually stimulating.
It just seemed orchestrated by the universe that I used
bees in the design. Then to be surrounded by these
images, daily, for more than 2 years, it just seeped
into my subconscious”, Dunkley said.
Kirkland Farms’ focus is on obtaining specific
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flavour notes, which may not be readily available
locally. Bees feed from the nectar of blossoms in fields
of particular flora, to achieve the desired flavour in
the honey. For the consumer with a sophisticated
flavour palate, Kirkland Farms produces 3 flavours of
honey: Logwood, Multi-floral, which is a combination
of many types of pollen, nectars and flowers, and
Pepper which is honey infused with Scotch Bonnet
Pepper. This writer had the pleasurable experience
of sampling the Kirkland Farms Pepper Honey and it
sell off (transl. so good it would be sold off quickly)!
Now I use it on absolutely everything! I’ve have even
drizzled it on a patty. No shame here.
Dunkley remains curious about naturally-flavoured,
indigenous Jamaican honeys, and travels the island
extensively identifying them. In early 2018, Kirkland
Farms will bring to market their naturally flavoured
Coffee Honey.
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Kirkland Farms does gift packages that are also delightful
visual treats. They include herbal teas, honey and tea accessories
which can also be customized. “Our clients, some of whom
are from Corporate Jamaica are very pleased with our product,
which is always encouraging. Each year we do something a little
differently. In the latter part of 2017, limited edition packages
will be available and will include custom ceramic mugs from
local master potters.” As a graduate of the Edna Manley College
specializing in ceramics, this direction is well within Dunkley’s
scope of interest.
Kirkland Farms - a perfect marriage of food, art, saving the bees and the
promotion of Jamaican industry. Follow them on Instagram and Facebook
@kirklandfarmsjamaica. Available at the Alchemist Pharmacy or via 855-9081
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The World
Awaits You.
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Get CASH BACK
and use it however
you like

With INVESTMENT,
enjoy today while
securing your future

TRAVEL on any airline,
anytime; no blackout
dates

Book any HOTEL,
anywhere you
choose

GIFT CARDS from
Amazon, Singer,
MegaMart & more

Your Sagicor Bank MasterCard Platinum
Credit Card gives you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply today!
1-888-SAGICOR (724-4267)
sagicorjamaica.com | | |
*Conditions apply

#BestRewardsEver
Up to 55 days interest free
VIP Attractions - Club Kingston & Club MoBay Lounge Access
10% off Budget Car Rentals in the U.S., Canada and Latin America
MasterTravel Insurance™ coverage up to US$500,000*
MasterPlatinum Concierge™
24hr Emergency Card Services
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MY JAMAICAN
INDULGENCE

My Jamaican
Indulgence
.

.

BY CHARLIE MCKENNA

‘Upscale’ and ‘barbecue’ do not typically go together. But
when Charlie McKenna is involved, there is nothing ‘typical’
on the table. Literally.

F

or some, the name Charlie McKenna may not
ring a bell immediately, but if you’re an authentic
foodie and an avid follower of the latest food
trends, then you know exactly who I’m speaking
about. Known for authentic Southern Barbeque,
McKenna has created a repertoire in Chicago
for creating what can only be described as Gourmet Barbeque. This
remarkable restaurateur, chef and artiste, was recently in Jamaica for
the 3rd staging of CB Foods’ butchery demo event series “Making The
Cut”. This was his second visit to Jamaica and Charlie was only too
happy to have a chat and a cold one with us.
In 2011, Charlie’s flagship restaurant Lillie’s Q’s was named “Best
New BBQ Restaurant in the Country” by Food & Wine Magazine.
Today, he has 5 restaurants and his brand continues to grow with
his popular barbecue sauce product line gracing the shelves of retail
stores both far and near. Lillie’s Q Sauces & Rubs is Charlie’s brand,
with distribution in over 2,500 stores across the US, Canada, Europe
and Australia. He’s built a recognizable brand with the one thing
that’s deep in his DNA – an intense love of food, a penchant for pork
(he even has a tattoo of a pig on his forearm), and a passion for the
preservation of barbecue.
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is sauces have names like Smoky, Hot Smoky,
Carolina Gold, Hot Mess and Hot Pepper Vinegar.
You think this guy likes hot sauce? Well, it’s his
favourite thing about Jamaican Jerk! “I love scotch
bonnet hot sauce – it’s insanely delicious.” And he’s not kidding.
Charlie cruised through a serving of jerk pork while we sat enjoying
a cool summer evening at Sweetwood Jerk Spot in New Kingston.
We watched and warned as he smothered his jerk pork with their
signature highly flavoured pepper sauce, expecting at least some
level of alarm. We waited. “Hmmm, this is some good stuff!” he
said calmly; I think Charlie is part Jamaican.
As a native of South Carolina and the reputed birth state of
American barbecue, Charlie grew up in a culture immersed in
well-seasoned, culturally rich, downhome cooking. He’s a natural
lover of cultural cuisine, maybe that’s why he’s so in love with
Jamaican food! “There’s a lot of heart and culture in Jamaican food.
You can taste it!” Charlie is currently running 5 establishments.
3 Lillie’s Q restaurants, LQ Chicken Shack and his ‘liquorette’
Dixie 1952½. So to say that he’s busy, is an understatement. The
time he takes out of his busy schedule to speak with us was both
a welcomed break for him and an exciting opportunity to share
his love with us. ‘Busy’ is a word that so many people use loosely,
but for this celebrated chef, his passion is the ‘end all and be all’
of why he’s in the business in the first place.
.

.

What is your inspiration when designing your
restaurant’s menu?

I’m inspired by things that I like to cook and by anything that
is in season.

You’re no stranger to Jamaica. What do you most look
forward to when coming to Jamaica?

No doubt – the people! I feel so at home and relaxed when I’m here.

What do you think of Jamaican food?

There is a lot of heart and culture behind it. You can taste it.

Is there anything you’d take back to use in your
restaurant based on your experiences in Jamaica?

Cooking over sweetwood, the flavour and aroma are simply
amazing!

What’s the origin of your fascination with pigs?

Versatility in cooking. The pig is probably the most versatile animal
that we eat today! So many different cuts to savour.
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Are there any similarities between Southern
style and Jamaican cooking?

We both believe in seasoning food well. Marinating,
using dry rubs and basting while cooking are methods
that are synonymous in both our cultures.

One ingredient you could not do without…
Real fire!

Your ideal Jamaican meal?

My favourite is jerk pork with hot sauce. Very hot sauce.

What’s next for Charlie?

I’m gonna keep trucking along. Restaurant business
is hard, but my dedication and passion to whatever I
cook keeps me motivated.
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Ombre Chocolate
Decadence

With Cakes ‘n’ Bakes by Melissa
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It’s one thing to have a childhood dream and another to actualize that dream into your reality. Melissa Cunningham
knew at a very early age that her life’s work would have her in the kitchen. It’s where she felt happiest as a little
girl and where she made many sweet memories (pun intended) with her grandmother. “I’ve always loved being
in the kitchen. Watching my Grandma cook and bake was one of my favourite things to do.” Melissa was just tall
enough and old enough to reach the stove, when she would spend hours cooking with her favourite food mentor.

Y

ears later, her childhood
passion evolved and her
decision was easy to make.
Standing over a hot stove
would not be her ultimate calling. What
did call her however was the beauty and
satisfaction of baking. She’s still in the
kitchen, but now her love rests in the
oven and not on top of it! Taste one of her
masterpieces, and you too will agree that
her skill at baking and pastry arts, like
cream, his risen to the top.
As the name suggests, her Ombré
Chocolate Cake is a literal representation
of the blending of rich shades of chocolate.
Melissa shares the recipe of her decadent
triple layer specialty. Go ahead, try this
at home and indulge!
.

.

For Ombré Chocolate Cake
1 cup baking flour
1 cups granulated sugar
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/4cup unsalted butter
3/4 cup water
1/3 cup buttermilk
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
2oz unsweetened baking chocolate,
melted, cooled
» 1 egg
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

White Chocolate Ganache:
» 20g white chocolate
chips
» 20g heavy cream

Directions:
Preheat oven to 350°F.
Line the bottom and sides
of one 8-inch round cake
pan. In large bowl, beat
all cake ingredients with

electric mixer on low speed
30 seconds, scraping bowl
constantly. Beat on high
speed 3 minutes, scraping
bowl occasionally. Pour
into pan.
Bake for 30 to 35 minutes
or until toothpick inserted
in center comes out clean.
Place pan on cooling rack

and cool completely.
In a mixing bowl, beat
butter and vanilla until
fluffy and pale. Sift icing
sugar and cocoa powder
in separate bowl and
alternatively add sugar
mixture and milk to butter,
until fully combined and
smooth.

To Make Ombré Icing:
Make three batches of top of each other. Frost
chocolate buttercream, sides of cake, set aside.
making each batch a shade Place ganache ingredients
darker by adding more in a microwave safe bowl
cocoa powder.
and heat for 20 seconds and
Once cake layers are let stand for 20 seconds.
cool, remove from pan and Mix until smooth. Spoon
cut into two or three layers. onto the sides of cake and
Frost layers and place on- serve.

Note: If you don’t have
buttermilk it can be made
by mixing equal parts
vinegar and milk.
Check out Melissa’s Instagram
page at @CakesnBakesByMelissa.
Email Melissa at
cakesnbakesbymelissa@gmail.com

For Chocolate Buttercream:
»
»
»
»
»

1 lb salted butter
6 cups icing sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup cocoa powder
1/2 cup of milk
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SWEET INDULGENCE

PÂTISSIER
EXTRAORDINAIRE
Nadine Burie is diminutive in stature, humble in conduct and meek in manner. Her
desserts on the other hand, are anything but. Her handcrafted pastries stand out in a
world where ordinary, run-of-the-mill sweet treats often masquerade as fine desserts.
.

Nadine Burie

.
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A

n Ivory Coast native of Lebanese origin, Nadine’s life has been infused in all things food. She credits an
innate sweet tooth and her mother’s reverence for cuisine, with having ignited her own passion for pastry.
“Each week, my mother would treat my brothers and me to one pastry, from the best pastry shop in town.
That was always difficult for us to do, but we looked forward to each visit.”
Her husband’s job brought her to Jamaica, and her brilliance during the past 7 years, created her
stellar reputation and carved out for Nadine, a position as one the island’s go-to pâtissiers.
Her thick French accent sounding like a perfectly orchestrated symphony during our conversation, Nadine shares a slice of her
sweet and tasty career.

What Inspired You To Become A Professional Pastry
Chef?

My mother always encouraged me to try new and different kinds
of cuisine, pastries, coffee and spices. Growing up I would always
love to be in the kitchen. I would try many recipes - mostly pastries.
I would mix ingredients and I was always in awe of what would
come out of the oven a few hours later. The oven was always like
magic - bringing me happiness.

How Have You Been Influenced By Your Global
Travels?

The Ivory Coast has a very strong culinary base with a real
gastronomic culture fuelled by French, Vietnamese, Lebanese,
Greek, Chinese and Indian influences. So there in and of itself, is
a global food foundation further solidified by 10 years in Canada
and now the past 7 years with Caribbean culture and Jamaican
cuisine. International influences are always a plus. I always try to
take the best of everything I do and where I go.

What Are Some Of Your Favourite Flavour
Combinations?

It is almost impossible to choose only one! There are so many
amazing combinations that go together and they all feel like an
explosion of flavours mixed together. I love all kind of fruits. But I
absolutely love the combination of raspberry, lychee and rose water.
Rose water is something that we use a lot in Lebanese cuisine too. I
also love the classic combination of chocolate and hazelnut in form.

Outside Of Your Own Creations, Where Do You Go
For Great Pastry?

I’m very picky with desserts, so I will travel as far as Montréal,
New York and Paris in search of amazing desserts.

How Do You Manage Your Time When Dessert Orders
Pile Up?

There is no secret here - it’s simply organization. Everything is
made step by step, so I have to be very organised, I learned very
early in my career that preparation is key. For all my events, my
pastries are made during the night and boxed before the events.
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In the morning I only have to decorate, so I minimize the risk of
something happening. Preparing the night before also allows me
the control to remember everything.

Is There Any Indigenous Jamaican Ingredient That You
Use In Your Creations?

I love to mix Scotch Bonnet Pepper and nutmeg with chocolate
and thyme to infuse with creams. It’s amazing!
.

.

What Is Your Favourite Dessert?

Another difficult answer, but I love the simplicity of a very well
made crème brûlée. But in general, I love a very good entremet
with different textures inside.

Which Ingredient Do You Feel Isn’t Used Enough In
Pastry?
Definitely sorrel. I would like to use it even more.

What Is The Best Part Of Being A Pastry Chef?

The best part is creating something and having people connect an
emotion to the taste. I truly relish in giving a moment of pleasure
to people. There is something to be said about finishing a lovely
dinner, followed by a tasty and flavourful dessert that has been
made with care and love. That makes me happy.

What Is The Most Difficult Part Of Being A Pastry
Chef?

The long hours - sometimes starting at 3 in the morning and
finishing late at night. But that’s par for the course –I will do what
it takes to ensure the best of everything for my desserts.

What’s Next For Nadine?

Chocolate! I’m starting a line of chocolate pralines (bonbons ) and
a line of chocolate bars “bean to bar” made with 100% Jamaican
cocoa. It’s coming soon. The name of my brand is “Likkle More
Chocolate”. Likkle More is an ode to the Jamaican expression that
I heard everyday - I just love it. I couldn’t find a better way to say
a ‘little bite more of chocolate’.
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